Com gartred p-lie

For makinge a Close Bodyed gowne of Blacke Bumbesle wrought in a Skallope wtht a and gould for viii lbs of the gould twest at 4 s

for Sowinge Silke
for fustian and fyne Canves for Saye to Border the same for Buccorn and Stiffeninge
for Drawinge the same in skallopes for a paire of french sleves

Suma. iii li llll d exc p ff

Suma tota of Mr. Flechers 11f billis wch ar to be pd by my Ladye Endinge the xxl of Apr. X 1595

xxv li xvii s exc p ff

Anne Bacon (Signature.)

(On dore: "Anne Bacon is to paye this")
To Mrs. Gardiner from her

For making a close bodied gown of blacke Bambuzaine wrought in \( \frac{1}{2} \times 11 \frac{3}{4} \) yd.

A Skallop with Black and gold

for \( \frac{1}{2} \) oz d. of Black and gold twist \( \frac{1}{2} \) d. Kings

for Sewinge Silke

for sixtian and figure Camase

for Soge to Border the same

for Buccorum and Stiffeninge

for drawinge the same in skallopes

for a pair of French sleeves

Summa \( 11 \frac{1}{2} \) d. \( 11 \frac{3}{4} \) yd

Summa totals of Mr. Flesher

\( 11 \frac{3}{4} \) Billie which are to be pd \( \frac{1}{2} \times 25 \) d. \( 17 \) xvii

by my hande, Endinge

the xxvijth of April Anno 1595

Anne Bacon
...Toteme's bill

Laid out for my lodge bacon for shi-fa a yard.